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INDUCTION and THE WIRELESS TESLA INTERNET

My plan to create a new decentralized internet is based upon induction - work that Tesla already began. The new internet will be based on a
smoother faster HTML but the basic idea will still be to create a Hypertext Markup Language so that people can create their own pages and use
the internet to say whatever they want. This new internet will automatically be global because all you'll need to get on it will be to buy a
machine that can tap into the inductive energy of the earth - LIKE THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS USED TO.

Back in 1901, Nikola Tesla was making the principles of induction practical by generating energy out of the ground itself at his Wardenclyffe
tower. THIS TOWER WAS DESIGNED BY TESLA TO PROVIDE POWER TO ALL OF NEW YORK CITY. Tesla positioned his tower like the Great Pyramids at a very specific latitude in order to best harness the natural harmonics of the Earth. He had just completed it and demonstrated it practically
when the Illuminati decided they didn't want Tesla to compete with Edison's inferior energy technology so they destroyed the Tower project
and destroyed Tesla's career.
In 1908, Tesla described his desire to create an induction energy system that could have also been used like we use the internet. In an article
for Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony magazine:
"As soon as completed, it will be possible for a business man in New York to dictate instructions, and have them instantly appear in type at his
office in London or elsewhere. He will be able to call up, from his desk, and talk to any telephone subscriber on the globe, without any change
whatever in the existing equipment. An inexpensive instrument, not bigger than a watch, will enable its bearer to hear anywhere, on sea or
land, music or song, the speech of a political leader, the address of an eminent man of science, or the sermon of an eloquent clergyman,
delivered in some other place, however distant. In the same manner any picture, character, drawing, or print can be transferred from one to
another place. Millions of such instruments can be operated from but one plant of this kind. More important than all of this, however, will be
the transmission of power, without wires, which will be shown on a scale large."
In essence, Tesla's global power grid was designed to "pump" the planet with electricity which would intermingle with the natural telluric
currents that move throughout the Earth's crust and oceans. At the same time, towers like the one at Wardenclyffe would fling columns of raw
energy skyward into the electricity-friendly ionosphere fifty miles up. To tap into this energy conduit, customers' homes would be equipped
with a buried ground connection and a relatively small spherical antenna on the roof, thereby creating a low-resistance path to close the giant
Earth-ionosphere circuit. Oceangoing ships could use a similar antenna to draw power from the network while at sea. In addition to electricity,
these currents could carry information over great distances by bundling radio-frequency energy along with the power, much like the modern
technology to send high-speed Internet data over power lines.

Tesla Conducts Impressive Wireless Electricity Experiments

The scene in the movie Pedigree where Nikolo Tesla powers lightbulbs out of the ground actually did happen. That was Tesla demonstrating
his inductive system working. He brought many people to the tower to demonstrate his prinpcles in pragmatic application, The Illuminati
hushed up the whole thing after they shut the project down and destroyed him.
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about Nikola Tesla from the movie the Prestige

The power would flow through the air all the way to New York City and would allow the entire city to be powered for almost no cost and in a
way that had no pollution. That's why the Illuminati shut it down.
Prior to shutting down Tesla's project, the illuminati invested heavily in it thinking it was the future of energy production. In 1900, famed
financier J.P. Morgan learned of Tesla's convictions after reading an article in Century Magazine, wherein the scientist described a global
network of high-voltage towers which could one day control the weather, relay text and images wirelessly, and provide ubiquitous electricity
via the atmosphere. Morgan, hoping to capitalize on the future of wireless telegraphy, immediately invested $150,000 to relocate Tesla's lab
to Long Island to construct a pilot plant for this "World Wireless System." Construction of Wardenclyffe Tower and its dedicated power
generating facility began the next year.
Given his supporting experimental data and previous engineering accomplishments, there was little reason to doubt the veracity of Tesla's
claims. But building the power station, the huge wooden tower, and the fifty-five ton conductive dome depleted the original investment money
relatively quickly, leading to chronic funding shortages. The complications were further compounded by a stock market crash in 1901 which
doubled the cost of building materials and sent investors scurrying for financial cover.
The Wardenclyffe team tested their tower a handful of times during construction, and the results were very encouraging; but the project soon
devoured Tesla's personal savings, and it became increasingly clear that no new investments were forthcoming. The Illuminati shut the entire
project down and pulled all of his funding.

In 1905, having exhausted all practical financial options, the construction efforts were abandoned. Regarding the project's demise, Tesla
stated:
"It is not a dream, it is a simple feat of scientific electrical engineering, only expensive- blind, faint-hearted, doubting world! […] Humanity is
not yet sufficiently advanced to be willingly led by the discoverer's keen searching sense. But who knows? Perhaps it is better in this present
world of ours that a revolutionary idea or invention instead of being helped and patted, be hampered and ill-treated in its adolescence - by
want of means, by selfish interest, pedantry, stupidity and ignorance; that it be attacked and stifled; that it pass through bitter trials and
tribulations, through the strife of commercial existence. So do we get our light. So all that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned,
combatted, suppressed -only to emerge all the more powerfully, all the more triumphantly from the struggle."
If Tesla's plans had come to fruition, the pilot plant would have been merely the first of many. Such "magnifying transmitter" towers would
have peppered the globe, saturating the planet with free electricity and wireless communication as early as the 1920s. The tower was
ultimately demolished for salvage in 1917 thereby not even leaving any remnants of how the technology worked.
Tesla knew that the ancient egyptians already had a system of inductive energy. He knew that the illuminati was supressing the knowledge of
this technology because they made money in the oil and coal business. Tesla's inventions would have had more impact on the earth than any
other invention in the history of time. The illuminati destroyed our chance to enter a future of nearly free energy, a wireless internet in the
early 1900s, and flying cars.

In an inductive energy system, the earth itself will literally be used to transfer messages and Tesla also practically demonstrated at the
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beginning of the 20th century. Telsa already demonstrated a hundred years ago that messages could be passed via induction. He thought of it
as a replacement for the telegraph and telephone but now it will also be the replacement for the current wired internet. Induction is wireless
technology. The power literally flows through the air like a tesla coil.

How Giant Tesla Coils Work (with ArcAttack)

In the inductive interent, your computer or device like a phone will itself will have your data. Your data will be sent in a secure encrypted
chunks when you decide you want to allow that access. We will all have literal posession of our own data, which will be protected by the
decentralized nature of an internet run on induction.
In addition, privacy rules must be written in America to make the internet consistent with American's Constitutional right to privacy. Currently
companies are breaking the Constitution by monetizing our data and selling it to the highest bidder. This data should be our possession, just
as your physical bank records written down are your possession. No one would defend a company who broke in and stole your bank ledgder to
then sell that DATA to 3rd parties, yet that is the business model of companies like Facebook, Instagram and Google.
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